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ABSTRACT

This exploratory and desmptive study was undertaken to obtain information about
multiple,selected aspects ofthe psychosocial adjustment of parents ofsurviving infant
heart transplantrecipients. Parents often ofthe first fifteen infants to undergo infant

hearttransplant atLoma Linda University Medical Center,ten mothers and seven fathers
participated in a semi-structured interview, completed n written questionnaire and four
psychosocial inventories assessing self-esteem,marital satisfaction,a scale ofstresses,

and an adaptation and adjustment measure. Interview data was transcripted and content
analyzed for adaptive and maladaptive family system functioning and stressors were
identified for three critical periods: pre-operative,peri-operative and long-term

post-operative. Anecdotal support wasfound for hypothesis one,that differences in
sododemographics would be reflected in in different adaptation and coping styles and

differing levels ofcompliance to medical protocol. Hypothesis two, that mothers and

fathers will cope differently and the differences will be reflected in role expectation and
gender role sterotypes was generally supported. Hypothesis three,that parents who
evidence higher self-esteem,marital satisfaction and lower stress levels wiU cope more

effectively did notreceive support and the correlations failed to identify an adaptive
pattern ofcoping. This research provides an overview ofcoping and adjustmentin
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INTRODUCTION

For the pasttwo decades increasing attention has been paid to the effect that acute
and chronic illness in children has on their famihes. The present decade has heralded
transplantation ofvarious organs in children and the consequent psychosocial effects.

While transplantation has become increasingly accepted as aform oftherapy,the risk of

mortalityis still relatively high. Mosttypes oftransplantation require prolonged

hospitali2ation. Thus,anyfamily with a child undergoing the transplant procedure will
face globalissues ofreadjustment.
Asrecently as January,1986,Clochesy,Whittaker and Murdaugh reported a 95%
mortality rate for infants with hypoplastic left heartsyndrome(HLHS)despite surgical
intervention to repair the heart and they believed neonatal cardiac transplantation

theoretically would not be successful. However,in October ofthe same year.Bailey et

al.(1986)published three case reports ofinfants who had received transplants during
the neonatal period and survived. The first recipientis now in his third year and is doing
well,and the number ofparents choosing this altemative for their infantis rapidly
increasing. While infant hearttransplantation is still considered experimental,the current
survival rates appear very promising. Currently,HLHS is the mostcommon defectfor

which infant hearttransplantation is being performed. As ofJune, 1989,forty-four

Center with 36 surviving.

One area ofconcern in infant heart transplantation is the psychological sequelae of

infant hearttransplantion for parents. As with any infant hospitahzation,the
psychologicalramifications for the family are varied in their intensity and impact. With
infant heart transplantation,however,the effect on the family may be profound dueto

the inherent high risk involved as well as the experimental nature ofthe procedure. Data
are not yet available for long-term survivors ofinfant heart transplant,nor for the

l'

long-tenn effectIhatiinmimosuppressive drugs may have on development, nor for the
significance this could have for the family system ofthe children involved.

Many factors contribute to the difficulties experienced by parents who have an infant

with a life-threatening heartcondition. To begin with,expectantparents anticipate that
their baby will be atleast normalifnot superior. Therefore,a crisis is precipitated for
parents atthe birth ofan infant who is critically ill due to a congenital defect(Kaplan &
Mason,1960). These p^ents experience intense and conflicting emotions when their
expectations ofan ideal baby are not met. Notonly is the infant's medical condition a

shock,their role as parents is limited bythe constraints ofparenting in a hospital
enviromnent. It may not be possible for the parents to provide even the basicfunctions

ofcaretaking,such as holding and feeding their baby. Hospital staffassume these roles,
and the parents may feel confused about whatis expected ofthem in the intensive care
setting(Steele, 1987).

The birth ofan anomalous infant heightens stress and anxiety for parents at a time

when they are already are likelyto be physically and emotionally depleted. Following
the birth ofa child with a congenital defect,parents e^erience shock,denial,grief,
guilt,inadequacy,anger and depression. Denialis especiallylikely to occur when the

child looks "normal and healthy." The parents grieve overthe loss ofthe expected
"perfectchild,"as well as over the defective part oftheir infant. They also grieve over
their own perceived loss ofself-esteem,as well as the loss oftheir illusion ofcontrol

and invulnerability. Along withthedifficulty ofaccepting additional responsibilities and

the continuous burden and stress that comes with caring for a sick infant,the parents
experience guiltfor being"defective procreators"(Collins-Moore,1984)
Similarly,Steele(1987)describes the parents as not only grieving for the loss ofthe
ideal birth experience butas experiencing anticipatory grieffor the possible disability or
death oftheirinfant. The parents need to resolve thefeelings created bythe discrepancy
1

between the expected and the actualinfant,or the consequences will pose a threattothe
integrity ofthe family unit. In addition,Lynn(1986)noted that parents are only able to

environment. Until parents'needs have been met,they are not able to focus on the
needs ofthe child.

Similarities infeehngs between paraits who have experienced the death ofa child
and parents whose newborn is critically ill were reported byPeppers and Knapp(1980).
These feelings include denial,shock,anger,hopelessness, powerlessness,depression,

confusion,isolation and anxiety. Hie parents may experience irritability and appetite

and sleep disturbances as well as problems with concentration. They may also be
preoccupied with thoughts ofthe baby and have dreams with themes ofanxiety,anger
and loss ofcontrol.

Other defensive coping mechanisms discussed by Vemon(1979)include guilt,
feelings ofimpotence,reaction formation and blaming the physician. Parents may blame
diemselves or each otherfor their defective child,or one spouse maytry to protectthe
other from fears and concerns. According to Vemon(1979)the culturally induced male
psychological need to deny weakness and to be strong may make it more difficultfor
fathers to accepta disability in their child.
Blackburn and Lowen(1986)suggestthat mothers have more intense reactions than
fathers to the griefand stress evok^by their infant's condition. They attribute this

reaction to a discrepancy in bonding time,with fathers lagging behind mothers in the

bonding process and increasing their degree ofbonding at a slower pace during
pregnancy. Consolvo(1984)reports additional factors affecting the matemalreaction to

an anomalous infant. Mothers view the fetus as a partof"self,"and an imperfect baby

strikes a blow to the mother's self-esteem and to her matemalrole. She may feel angry
and anxious when she is unable to provide the nurturance and protection thatis
3

considered an integral maternalfunction.
By contrast,Consolvo(1984)found fathers to react with aggression,withdrawal or

stoicism when they are forced to give up their position ofcontrol and defer to health-care

providers. Because ofthe male tendency to be less emotionally expressive,fathers may
experience difficultyin their efforts to offer supportto their wife atthe same timethey
are attempting to bond with their sick infant.
Due to the immediacy ofthe need for the parents'decision regarding their choice of
treatmentfollowing the birth ofan infant with a potentially fatal heart defect,parents
have no time to work through the loss ofthe expected"perfect"child. The mother and

child may be immediately separated with consequent maternalanxiety,guilt and fear.

Thefather may have to visit the infantand the mother in different hospitals as weU as
make arrangements for siblings(Clochesy et al.,1986)
Patenaude,Syzymanski and Rappeport(1979)describe the dilemmafor famiUes

forced to decide between an experimentaltreatment,a palliative treatment orthe choice of
no treatment and certain death. Many ofthe questions parents ask have no answers.

While there is hope for potential gains with treatment,there are also greatemotional
costs. Famihes suffer from the accompanying stresses and reveal problems in their

interrelationships which were previouslyincorporated into the family's successful
defensive structure. Parents who remain in a chronic state ofcrisis with unresolved

griefmay have serious social adjustment problems and significantrelational difficulties

(Pepper&Knapp,1980). Related effects are caused by geographic dislocation,sibling
problems due to parental unavailability and altered family relationships. Even families

from the medical care-givers,because"outsiders"simply cannotunderstand the

complexities ofthe procedures sufficiently to provide helpful emotional support.
Medical procedures may arouse uncertainty as well as"magical"hopes. Factors
4

afFectmg family coping include the length ofthe patients'illness and intercurrentfamily
stresses such as marital conflict,separation or divorce.

The process oforgan transplantation for a child has a profound impact on the entire

family. Parents are faced with stresses that are unique to the hospital settiug. Gold,

whose children had undergone heart and hver transplantation. They reportthree stages
thatthe parents mustendure with respectto their child's organ transplantation: the
preoperative stage,the periop^tive stage and the long-term post-operative stage.
The preoperative stage is characterized bythe parents'lossofcontrol,their denial of
the child's medical reality and their attempts to build trust in the medical staff. Stresses

mountasthey waitfora donor organ to become available. Other concernsinclude giult
over the death ofthe donor, the competition for limited organs and the burden of
informed consent. Caplan(1983)expressed the possibility for a"charade ofconsent."

This is a consent where the parents'perception ofthe factual information is touched by
desperation and their intense feehngs affecttheir interpretation offacts.
Similarly,Patenaude et al.(1979)found that parents memorized concrete

reactions and fears.The parents also experienced anger when abandoned by family
members or friends and depression over their child's deteriorating condition during the
waiting period.

In the peri-operative period the parents experience anxiety,shock and possible

exhilaration over the infants'surviving the surgery. They must attempttorealign with
their child and emotionally integrate the reality ofthe transplanted organ. This period is
characterized by the fear oforgan rejection and infection. Parents often experience

feelings ofpowerlessness and isolation as well as a feeling ofdependency on the
hospital and medical personnel(Patenaude et al., 1979).
5

During thelong post-operative period,the parents must adaptto a new parenting role

and possible readjustment ofdiefamily structure. Tliereis an ongoing fear ofrejection
and uncertainty aboutthe child's future(Gold etal.,1985). Following transplantation
there may befears ofcontamination or claustrophobia aroused bythe sterile isolation

required. The possibility ofrepeated crisesfor the patient are great,and the dependency
on care-givers produces intense and complex relationships(Patenaude et al., 1979).

Family difficulties do notend with the patienfs discharge from the hospital. The

adjustmentafterthepatientis home may be greaterthan thefainily anticipated. The

motheris likelyto be worried and exhausted. Once home,she is more directly

or peers. The father often has had to neglect his work and take time offduring the

child's hqspitalization. He may experience resentmentatthe child's continuing needs.
Siblingsfeeljealousthattheongoing focusis still the sick sister or brother(Patenaude et

al., 1979). According to Freund and Siegel(1986),while mothers may welcomethe
opportunity to become the primary caiegiver,they may be reluctantto assume full

responsibility for the child's well-being, ft isdifficultto relinquish the assistance and
intensive supportthey received from the medical staff.

The post-transplant period may be marked byfrequent crises. Patenaude et al.
(1979)describe this period as a time of"high stakes limbo,"with vacillation between

hope,fear and anger. Ifan iatrogeruc coildition is induced as a result oftreatment, a
high potentialfor parental guilt exists. Psychological supportsystems are essential
during this period.

Pfefferbaum,Lindamood and Wiley's(1977)research studying the psychosocial

aspects ofpediatric bone marrow transplahtation desaibes these children as a highly
vulnerable group widiregard to emotional stress. Parent-child interaction wasthe focus

oftheir investigation and wasfound to greatlyinfluence the child's well-being. They
6

rated factors such as frequency ofparental visits and the degree ofemotional support
offered to the child,as wellas parents'eagemess for the procedure. Theyfound no

significant predictor for survival during or after hospitaHzation and they speculated that

the overwhelming nature ofthe illness outweighed any otherfactor. Although these
factors did notaffect outcomein terms ofsurvival,they may be ofcritical importance in

In a study ofattitudinalfactorsin congenital heart disease(Linde,Rasof» Dunn&

Rabb,1965),significant changesin family attitudes were noted that were not necessarily

related to the severity ofthe disease or to the child's incapacity. Theyfound that poorer
adjustmentand anxietyin the child were related to high matemal anxiety and pampering
rather than to the degree ofincapacity. It was also noted that matemal anxiety was

related to the presence ofa heartcondition rather than its actual severity. Interestingly,
while excessive pampering and anxietyresulted in poorer adjustmentin the cardiac child,

the opposite effect occurred for siblings who showed better adjustment associated with
matemal pampering.

According to research by Wells and Schwebel(1987),chronically ill children are not

morelikelyto become disturbed than physicallyhealthy children,butthe younger-aged
child experiences greater distress. They Suggestthatchildren with previous surgical
experience mayleam adaptive coping behaviors and mayreveala practice effect whereby

children and movers maylemn iriore instrumental behaviors with repeated exposuresto

hospitaHzation. They guardedly suggestthatthe highestrisk may be to younger children

with fewer previous surgical experiences and with over-involved parents exhibiting high
orlow parenting stress. These parents appeared to have more anxious and avoidant

attachments which may be related to less efficientcoping skills and has implications for
hospitalized children. Moderately stressed parents were reported to have more Secure
attachments.
7

Furthermore,Liakopoulou,Patterson,Samaraweera and Finnegan(1983)report titiat
"the attachment process may be seriously compromised for the infant who is hospitalized
forlong periods." The mother may find thatfeelings ofinadequacy,anger,rejection and

guiltare elicited bythe infant's behavior. While assessing temperamentin a newborn
plagued with stressful physical conditions was difficult,they found thata specific infant
temperament profile usually emerged. They suggestthat assistance may need to be

provided by medical caregivers when"goodness offit" between the temperamentofthe
mother and babyis not supported by a mother who is repeatedly confronted with a
damaged or sick infant. Inherentissues ofanger,sadness,denial,guilt and depression
accompany the loss ofthe idealized child and need to be resolved before parental
acceptance ofthe infant can occur.

Likewise,Waechter(1977)found that the crisis precipitated by the birdi ofan infant

with a congenital anomaly could be a major obstacle to the formation ofattachment. In

addition,the uncertain prognosis ofthe infant may affectthe mother's willingness to
establish a relationship with the baby and thateven after the beginning bond has been

established it could be interrupted byrepeated hospitalizations. The infant's perceived
vulnerability produced a climate ofinsecurity and fearfor the parents,widiresulting

stress and a sense ofinadequacy. Whether realistic or not,some parents developed an
overriding concern thattheir child could die at any time,thus making oversolicitousness
inevitable.

Gabriel(1986)in discussing possible effects ofsurgery on infants speculated that

the brain ofthe immature infant may provide a"kind ofprotection to the developing
organism thatthe child maylack"later in life. Liakopoulou et al.(1983)reportthat
children who were expected to die as infants because ofserious illness,may evidence
separation difficulties and become infantilized due to overindulgence,as well as showing
excessive bodily concerns and underachievementin school.
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Additionally,Glaser,Harrison and Lynn(1964)reportthatfeelings ofinadequacy,
guilt and ofbeing punished for sins or victimized by fate may adversely affectthe

parent-child relationship. Overcompensation for negative and rejecting feelings or
excessive anxiety may predispose the mother toward overprotection and indulgence. By
contrast,maternalresentment may resultin neglectful or inconsistent handling. Parents

ofa defectiye infant have not had the opportunity to conceptualize their baby as

"normal." Anxiety aboutthe child's symptoms,feelings ofdisappointment and irritation

with their burden,and fear of death as well as problemsrelated to hospitalization have an
effect on the parents relationship with the child. This effect wassometimes manifested

in making the child the centralfigure in the family around whom all future plans and
living arrangementsrevolved. Even when parents recognized the problem ofsiblings
receiving less care and attention,there was no easy solution.

Frexmd et al.(1985)found that somefamily members equated discharge from the

hospital with a"cure." Often this is notthe case. An ongoing threat ofmedical
complications with rejection ofthe new organ is a salient danger. It may be difficultfor
families to resume former activities after the child's discharge from the hospital. Parents
may need time to reestablish a sense ofcontact and unity as spouses. A mother who had

a traditional,dependentrelationship with the father prior to the"transplant experience,"

may discover a new sense ofherselfas a capable individual who can make competent
and independent decisions. The father may have grown in his ability to function as an

effective emotionalcaretaker. Marital tension is likely to ensue ifeither partneris unable
to deal with the changes in the relationship required by their partner's new dimensions
and role expansions. Enormoustension Can be created by the"dis-synchrony"that is
fostered by periods ofextended physical separation as well as by differences in
perceptions or emotional states.

Furthermore, a strong and intimate bond may have developed between the child and
9

the parentwho spentthe mosttime with the child atthe hospital. Thelack ofdayto day
interaction with otherfamily members may have created a dependent or exclusive

relationship for having emotional needs met. It may be difficultfor parents to regain a

sense ofprimacy and intimacyin the maritalrelationship(Freund& Siegel,1986).
A family's ability to function prior to a crisis appears to be an indicator as to how

wellthey wiU cope under stress. Copeland(1986)studied famihes having a child with
cancer and reported that famihes whofunction well prior to diagnosis are more

adaptable to the situation created by a mechcalcrisis and are less vulnerable to long-term
effects. On the other hand,families experiencing problems prior to the medical crisis are

likelyto havea more difficulttime and may be more vulnerable to psychosodal
problems associated with illness and treatment.

The research discussed above investi^ted psychosocialissues for families having a
premature infant,or a child who underwentheart,kidney,liver or bone marrow

transplantation or had cancer. To date no study has empirically investigated the
psychosodalsequelae that

hearttransplantation has for famihes. Regardless of

the type oforgan transplantationorthe age ofthe redpient,it appears thatfamihesface
sirmlar emotional stresses and use similar coping mechanisms. However^ unlike other

pediatric transplantrecipients,an infant with a severe congenital heart defectdoes not
have the opportunity to be integrated into the family system before his or her medical

course begins. Furthermore,while parents with premature infants'may be
syndrome or cardiomyopathy(conditions for which transplantation offers an option)
present a normal and healthyappearance making acceptance oftheir hfe-threatening h<

defed more difficult. Also,since the pediatrictransplantstudiesto date examined

effects oftransplantation odlfamilies with older children^ it is expected thatthis
difference in dining mayhaveimplications forthe familysystem
10

Consequently,this descriptive exploratory study wasimdertaken to obtain

informationabout multiple,selected aspects ofthe psychosodal adjustmentofparents of
surviving infant hearttransplantrecipients and identify stressors that may be unique to

this population as well as stressorscommon to families dealing with pediatric organ
transplantation. Although this study was exploratory in nature,expectations based on

the literature ofacute and chronicchildhood iHness are included in the following general
hjrpotheses. First,it was hypothesized thatthe present study will yield findings
indicating &atdifferences in socioeconomic status will be reflected in different

adaptation and coping skills, as well as differing levels ofcompliance to medical
protocol. Families expected with greater economicresources and a higher level of

education were expected to adapt triore readily. Second,it was hypothesizedthat
mothers and fathers will cope differently,and these differences wiU be reflected in role

expectations and gender role stereotypes. Thirdly,it was hypothesized that parents who
evidence higher self-esteem,report marital satisfaction and indicate lower levels ofstress

will cope more effectively with the stress oftheir infant's transplant surgery as
evidenced bytihe parents'percq)tions ofpositive changes in their life and the attribution

ofmore positive than negativechangesto the transplantexperience.

11

METHOD

Subjects

Parents ofthe first 12infants to survive heart transplantation at Loma Linda

University MedicalCenter were contacted and invited to particiE^te in this study.When

the study was initiated, 15infant hearttransplants had bear performed,with 12
survivors. Parents often infants elected to be in the study,ten mothers and seven

fathers. In cases where mother Only participated,the lunited information available about

the characteristics ofthe father who did not participate in die study are included.
Some fathers ofthe infant hearttransplantrecipients were unable to participate in the

study because they were livinga significant distancefrom Ix)ma Linda,niaintaining the
family home and income while the mother and child resided in Loma Linda to receive

close medical supervision forthe year following the transplant(as required bythe
ILUMC hearttransplant protocol). Onefather participated in the written portion ofthe
study but was unavailable for the Oral interview.
/Procedure

The parents ofsurviviog infants'who received transplants at Loma Linda University
Medi(^ Cfenter priprto May 1988 were contacted bya letterfrom their physician
introducing the study. Subjects were asked to retum a form indicating interest,no

interest orrequesting additionalinformation. Subjects indicating interest or requesting

inforrnation werethen contacted by the investigator,and an appointmentwas arranged.
Lnfonhed consentto participate hithe study was obtained from all parents bythe
investigator. Data was collected using a semi-structured interview format and a
self-report questionnaire.

In orderto protectthe confidentiality ofpatients and theirfamilies,each parent
partidpant was assigned a subjectidentification number. Theinterview and

questionnaire data were identified by subjectidentification number,and the list of
12

subjects waskept separate from data with access limited to the investigators. While no
adverse affects were anticipated^ parents who wished to discuss issues raised in the
interview would be afforded the opportunity to speak with a licensed therapist.
Interview

Subjects participated in a serai-structured retrospective interview ranging in length
from 11/2to2hours. The interview took place at atime and location convenientto the
subject(most often in the parents'home). Fathers and mothers were interviewed
separately,but whenever possible both parents were interviewed the same day. The
family system wasinvestigated using a model(Straus,1973)that evaluated parental
response to the crisis ofthe diagnosis ofa critical congenital heart defect in their infantin

terms ofantecedent,precipitating and consequent variables. Among antecedent variables
ofinterest were differences in demographics and subculturalfamily styles ofrelating,

experiential differences ofindividual parents,communication styles,role relationships

aspects ofthe crisis thatcaused distress and tension in the family and consequent
variables were comprised ofthe family coping mechanisms which may reinforce

negative response,causing additional crisis. The interview assessed pre and post

transplant procedure,and adaptive and maladaptive responses as well as coping.
The interviews were tape recorded,the recordings were transcribed and content
analysis was performed. Material relevantto this study was grouped in broad

quantitative and qualitative categories. Three critical periods in psychosocial adjustment
were studied:the pre-operative period,the immediate post-operative period(the period

ofhospitalization thatfollowed the transplant),and the long-term post-operative period

(the period up to three yearsfollowing releasefrom the hospital).

13

Questionnaire

In additionto the interview,all participants were asked to complete a

self-administered written questionnaire thatincluded demographic material,and

psychosodalinventories including the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory,the
Locke-Wallace Marriage Inventory,the Holmes and Rahe Scale ofStresses,the Straus

ConflictTactics Scale and the ParentalPerception Inventory. In addition to the standard
inventories cited above,the researcher created a measure of adjustment and adaptation to

assess changes in the parents'life perceived as related to the transplant experience.
Instruments

Demographics. Demographic characteristics ofthe parents were compiled including;
age,marital status,ethnicity,education level,employmentstatus,annualincome,

number ofother children in the family,and the intervalin months between the transplant
surgery and parent participation in the study.

Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory. The Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory

(Coopersmith,1967)is a 25-item inventory measuring self-esteem,with a score
determined for each subject,using Coopersmith scoring procedures. The range of

scores on the scale is 0-25,with higher scores indicating higher self-esteem.

Locke-WallaceMarriageInventory. The Locke-Wallace MarriageInventory(Locke

&Wallace,1959)measures marital adjustmentand satisfaction. The 15-item scale

includes both multiple choice and Likert-scale items and allows subjects to rate their
marriage in terms ofdegree of happiness. On the Likert-scale subjects rate their

marriage from 1-7,with a score ofone registering as"very unhappy"anda score of
seven registering as"perfectly happy." Overall score is computed by adding the

numbers assigned to each response and determining whether the score fits into a

"satisfactory"or"unsatisfactory"category. With a range oftotal scores between 0-158,
a score above ICQ indicates a"satisfactory"marriage,and a score below 100indicates an
14

'^satisfactory"marriage.
HolmesaadRaheScale ofStresses. The Holmes and Rahe Scale ofStresses

(Holmes&Rahe,1967)lists events thatoccur commonly in people's lives. Each of
these events has been assigned a mean value that is an indicator ofhow stressfiol the
event is. Subjects were asked to note the events that happened to them during the

previous year and indicate the number oftimes thata particular eventoccurred in the past
12months. The scorer multiplies the eventfrequency bythe mean value to determine
the total stress score. A total score between 150-199indicates a mild life crisis,200-299

indicates a moderate life crisis and a score of300or more indicates a major life crisis.
StrausConflict TacticScale. The Straus Conflict Tactics Scale(Straus,1979)rates

Subjects on their response to 20statements regarding couples response to conflict and
are separated into three categories: reason,verbalaggression and physical aggression.
In this study,mean scores were notcomputed,butthe tactics used to settle conflicts
were noted.

ParentalPerception Inventory. TheParentalPerception Inventory(Trause&
Kramer,1983)obtains information on each parent's evaluation ofhis/her own needs and

feelings. The inventory measured self-assessed role performance following the birth of
the child who underwent transplant surgery. Responses were recorded in four areas:

family support,concems aboutthe baby,personalfeelings and maritalfunctioning.
This inventory,previously used with parents ofpremamre infants,was adapted for the
current study.

AdjustmentandAdaptation. The Adjustment and Adaptation inventory was adapted

for this studyfrom an unpublished measure previously used in a cancer research project

measuring life changes,abilities and feelings related to the illness,and has two scales.
The first scale rates24items on a five-point Likert-scale,rangingfrom"much better"to
"much ijvorse." The second scale notes the subjects attributions as"due to the
15

transplant^ or"notdue to the transplant." Only the changes attributed by the parents to
the transplant were considered.
Analysis ofData

Comparisons were made regarding age,marital status,ethnicity,education,annual

income,number ofother children in the family,whether or notthe family had to deal
with geographic dislocation,and the interval between the birth ofthe transplant baby and
the parents'participation in the study. Comparisons were also made between mothers
scores and fathers'scores on the psychosocial inventories,using either mean scores or
percentages as the units ofcomparison. Correlations were performed comparing each

subjects adjustment/adaptation Score(AAS):to his/her inventory score for self-esteem

(CSE),his/her marital satisfaction score(LWMS),and his/her stress score(HRSS).
The data were analyzed for general patterns ofpsychosocial adjustment,both adaptive
and maladaptive. Objective and subjective measures ofadjustmentfrom the
psychosocial inventory questionnaire were compared with the content-analyzed
interview data. Outcome as related to the infant's physicalrecovery,sources offamily

social support and the parents socioemotional and social role adaptation was noted,as

well astreatment compliance and the number ofrejections and readmissions reported by
the parents.
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RESULTS

Hypothesis one,that demographic difTerences would be related to differences in

adjustmentand coping skills,could notbe adequately tested empirically dueto the small
sample size. Descriptive comparisons ofdemographiccharacteristics to coping response
were made and aspects ofthese demographic differences thatappeared anecdotally
related to coping will be discussed as clinical observations. Descriptive statistics are
reported in Table 1,which presents the demographic characteristics ofthe parent

subjects in terms ofage,sex,marital status,ethnic origin,education level,employment
status,annualincome,religious preference,geographic dislocation,and the interval

between the transplantinfants'birth and i)arent study participation.

The mean age ofthe pare;nts was 31 years,with a rangefrom 22to 44 years. Seven
couples(71%)were married,two couples(23%)were living together and one mother
was a single parent. The majority ofthe parents were Caucasian(82%)and four were
Hispanic(18%). Religious preference was almost evenly divided between Protestants

(47%)and Catholics(41%),with two parents expressing no religious preference.

Most parents had some college education(35%)Or a college degree(35 %). Forty-one

percentofthe parents were employed fulltime(6of7fathers and 1 of10 mothers).
Almosthalfthe families(47%)reported an annualincome in the category of$20^000 to
$45,000.

Almosttwo-thirds ofthe families(71%)had experienced geographic dislocation asa

resultofthe transplant experience. The mean age ofthe transplant baby atthetime the
parents were interviewed was 15.1 months. Parents ofseven infants were interviewed

between the seventh and eleventh month foUowitig their child's transplant surgery.
Parents ofthe remaining three infants were interviewed between 23 and 36 months.
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TABLE 1. Demographic characteristics ofparents ofinfantheart transplantrecipients

n(17)

Characteristic

Sex

Marital status

Female
Male

10
7

Married

12

Unmarried,living together
Separated

Ethnicity

Caucasian

4

1
13

%

59
41
71
23
6
82
18

Hispanic

4

Cathohc

7

Protestant

8

No preference

2

41
47
12

Education level

High school or less
Some college
College degr^

5 ■
6
6

30
35
35

Employmentstatus

Employed full-time
Employed part-time

7
1
6
2

41
6

Religious preference

Homemaker
Leave ofabsence
Pubhc assistance
Aimualincome

Geo^phic dislocation

Parents age(years)

1

Under $20,000
$20,000-$45,000
$45,000-375,000

8
5

24
47
29

12
5

29

4

Yes
No

35
12
6

71

Mean = 31

SD = 7.55

Range =22-44

Mean =15.1

SD = 10.56

Range =7-36

Interval between

birth and study
participation
(months)

Five ofthe families had a child/children older than the transplant child,and two

families had a child youngerthan the transplantchild. Infour farmliesthe transplant
baby wasthe only child. Seven ofthe transplant babies were male,and three were
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female. Parents reported that oneinfant has had no episodes ofrejection,three have had
one rejection episode,and four have had more than one; several infants were treated for
"possible"rejection. Three ofthe children have notrequired readmission to the hospital.

All parents described themselves as compliant with the medicaltreatmentoffered

for their child, and this was generally confirmed by medicalrecords and health-care

providers. (Occasionally,parents had requested a delay in some treatment/procedure
and feltthis had been responded to appropriately by their physician.)
Hypothesis two,that gender differences would be reflected in role expectations and

gender role stereotypes was generally supported by the resultsfrom theParental
Perception Inventory. As shown in Table 2,fathers were more optimistic(71.4%),

were less worried aboutfuture pregnancies(57.1%), felt somewhatless helpless about
the babj^s condition(42.8 %)and experienced significantly less guilt aboutthe babies
condition(85.7% ). Fathers were less worried abouttheir own ability to cope(71.4%)

with the transplant experience and more worried abouttheir spouse's ability to cope
(28.5%).Comparatively,the mothers were less optimistic(50%),were more worried
aboutfuture pregnancies(40%)and felt slightly more helpless aboutthe baby's

condition(50%). Mothers also experienced more guilt aboutthe baby's condition
(50%).More than halfofthe mothers were worried abouttheir own ability to cope

(60%), but mothers were less worried about their spouse's ability to cope.

Neither mothers nor fathers reported feeling pessimistic aboutthe baby's future,and
neither group reported feeling"very guilty"aboutthe baby's condition. The most

dramaticdifference wasreported in their perception ofbeing able to share their thoughts
with their spouse. While only 28.9% ofthe fathers feltthey could share all their
thoughts with their spouse,71.4% offathers kept thoughts to themselves in order notto

worry their spouse. Sixty-six percent oftiie mothers felt they could share all their
thoughts and only 33,3% ofmothers felt they needed to keep thoughts to themselves.
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TABLE2. ParentalPerceptionInventory responses showias percentages(n=17)
Parents Perceptions About:

Baby's Future:
Fathers
Mothers

Future Pregnancies:
Fathers
Mothers

Helplessness about

%

Optiinistic

%

Had Questions

71.4
50.0

NotWorried

Pessimistic

28.6
50.0

none
none

Somewhat worried

57.1

Veiy worried

28.5
30.0

30.0

Nothelpless

%

14.2
40.0

Somewhat helpless

Varying level of
helplessness

baby's condition:
Fathers
Mothers

Guilt about baby's

50.0
40.0

Not guilty

33.3

16.7
10.0

50.0

Somewhat guilty

Very guilty

condition:
Fathers
Mothers

Own abilityto cope:
Fathers
Mothers

Spouse's abihty to

85.7

14.2
50.0

50.0

Not worried

none

Somewhat worried

71.4
40.0

Not worried

none

Very worried

28.5
50.0

none

10.0

Somewhat worried

Very worried

cope:

Fathers
Mothers

Sharing thoughts with

57.1
60.0

Share allthoughts

spouse:

Fathers
Mothers

14.2
20.0

28.5
20.0

Keep some to selfSo as notto
worry spouse

28.5
66.6

71:4
33.3

Parents'responsesonthe A^ptation/A(|ustrnent inventory are shown in Table 3.
Mothers as a group presented a very different profile frorn fathers,again supporting the

hypothesis predicting gender differences. A significant percentage ofmothersreported
positive changes in their outlook on life(90%),self-respect(70%),sense ofability

(70%)and ability to handle everyday events(50%),compared to fewer positive
TABLE 3. Percentage distribution ofchanges attributed to the transplant byfathers and
mothers on Adaptation/AdjustmentInventory (n=17)
Better

Worse

Category

% Mothers

% Fathers

CXitlook

90.0

33.3

00.0

16.6

Self-respect

70.0

33.3

00.0

00.0

Sense ofability

70.0

33.3

00.0

00.0

Sense ofpeace

40.0

33.3

10.0

16.6

% Mothers

% Fathers

Ability to handle
everyday events

50.0

16.6

10.0

00.0

Ability to relax

10.0

00.0

50.0

16.6

Ability to plan

30.0

16.6

40.0

33.3

20.0

00.0

30.0

33.3

Satisfaction with
work

00.0

00.0

00.0

50.0

AbUity to be active

20.0

00.0

10.0

50.0

Ability to be
independent

20.0

00.0

30.0

50.0

future

Relationship to
spouse

changes reported by fathers for outlook on life(33%),self-respect(33%)and sense of
ability(33%). On the other hand,fathers reported significantly more negative changes
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in three areas,namely,satisfaction with work(50%),ability to be independent(50%)

and abilityto be active(50%),while mothers reported fewer negative changes in these
areas and no changes in satisfaction with work. The area representing the most negative

changes for mothers was ability to relax(50%),compared to fathers(16.6%).

Similarities in number and type ofchanges for fathers and mothers were seen in their
sense ofpeace,their abihty to plan and their relationship to dieir spouse.
TABLE4. Distribution ofpositive and negative changes attributed to the transplant
experience by fathers and mothers(n=16)
Group

Changes

Positive

%

Negative

%

Scale Score

Fathers

40

16

40

24

60

.5416

Mothers

108

75

69

33

31

.7425

Combined

148

91

61

57

39

.6672

Positive changes:
Fathers
Mothers

Mean = 2.6
Mean-7.5

SD= 1.9
SD = 5.4

Range = 1-5
Range = 3-22

Mean = 4.0
Mean = 3.3

SD = 3.9
SD = 3.8

Range =0-7
Range=0-12

Negative changes:
Fathers
Mothers

differences in coping that had not been hypothesized. Asshown in Table 4,mothers

reported significantly more positive changes attributed to the transplantexperience with
an average of7.5 changes compared to an average of2.6 changes for fathers. As a

group,mothers reported 75 positive changes(69% oftotal number ofchanges for
mothers),compared to 16 positive changes reported by fathers(40% ofthe total number
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ofchangesfor fathers). By contrast,fathers reported more negative changes attributed
to the transplant with a mean of4.0 compared to mothers with a mean of3.3. As a

group,the fathers reported 24negative changes(60% ofthe total number ofchangesfor

fathers),compared to 33negative changes reported by mothers(31% ofthe total number
ofchanges for mothers).

The percentage ofpositive and negative changes that parents attributed to the

transplantexperience as wellas scale scores are also presented in Table 4. The scale
score consists ofa proportion such thatthe total number of positive changes wasin the
numerator and die total number ofchanges was in the denominator. The resulting
fraction was converted to a decimal. The scale measures positMty ofchange with a

score ofone equaling all positive changes,a score ofzero equaling all negative changes,
and a score of.5 demonstrating an equal number ofpositive and negative change.
Further gender differences not hypothesized were also found in self-esteem,marital

satisfaction and level ofstress. Table 5 presents a summary ofgroup mean subscale
scores comparing fathers(n=7)to mothers(n=10)on three psychosocialinventories:the
Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory(CSE),the Lx)cke Wallace Marital Satisfaction

Inventory(LWMS),and the Holmes and Rahe Scale ofStressesInventory(HRSS).

Fathers demonstrated greater self-esteem(21.1)than mothers(16.9),with a SD of 1.6.

Fathers scores ranged between 11 and 25,while mothers scores ranged from 5to 25,
with an outlyer of5.Fathers reported slightly higher marital satisfaction(4.9)compared
to mothers(4.1).
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TABLE5. Group mean subscalescores on psychosocial inventories comparing fathers,
mothers and parents combined scores.
Psychosodal
Inventory

Mean

SD

Range

21.1
16.9
18.3

5.0
6.6
6.3

11-25
5-24
5-25

4.9
4.1

1.6
1.9
1.8

2-7
1-7

120.9

176.4

39-363
176-728

154.0

39-728

SelfEsteem:

Fathers(n=7)
Mothers(n=10)
Combination

Marital Satisfaction:

Fathers(n=7)
Mothers(n=9)
Cbmbination

:

-4.3^ ;•

1-7

Stress Scale:

Fathers(n=6)
Mothers(n=10)
Combination

272.6
298.6
288.6

On a Locke-Wallace Marital Satisfaction scale not presented in table form,68.7% of

parents had marriages rated as satisfactory(with scores ranging between 104-144),and
31.3% were rated as unsatisfactory(with scores ranging from 51-97). Five parents

(31.3%)responded thatifthey had their life to live over,they would not marrythe same
partner. On the Holmes and Rahe Stress Scale,25% ofparents had scores in the mild
life crisis category(150-199),37.5% ofparents scored in the moderate life crisis

category(200-299),and 31.3% ofparents scored in the major life crisis category.
(Three parents omitted stressors on the HRSS thatthey had reported in the interview.

The mother reporting the lowest score,176,received an adjusted score of396,one
mother scored 728 with an adjusted score of754,and one fatherscored 352,with an
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adjusted score of398. Adjusted scores were not used in the descriptive statistics.)
Support was notfound for hypothesis three. Table6shows correlations between

the adjustment/adaptation score as measured by changes in the lives ofthe parentsthat
were attributed to the transplant experience and scores on the psychosocialinventoiy

measures for self-esteem(CSE);marital satisfaction(LWMS);and stress(HRSS).
Given thesmaU sample size,these statisticalfindings are at best onlysuggestive.

Results in these correlations do not offer supportfor hypothesis three,that parents who
evidence higher self-esteem,greater niaritat Satisfaction and lower levels ofstress will

cope more effectively as evidenced by a greater proportion ofpositive changes and
attributions.

Although there was a significant positive relationship betweenscores for stress and

parents'perception ofnegative changes in their fives,as mightbe expected,findings
TABLE6. Correlation between reported changes and psychosocial measure scores

Inventory

Total Number
ofChanges

Total Negative
Changes

TotalPositive
Changes

Proportion
(Positive/

r

r

r

r

Total)

Coopersmith
Self-Esteem

p

.520 .03*

p

p

p

.631 .008*

.139 .60

.295 .267

.241 .368

.103 .70

.196 .466

.651 .006*

.089 .74

.452 .07

Lockc-Wi^llscc

Marital Satisfaction .217 .41
Holmes-Rahe

Scale ofStresses

.319 .22

for selfesteem were ih the opposite direction.There was also a significant positive
relation between the total number ofnegative changes and self-esteem. This correlation
25 ,
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nay be an artifactthatreflects common differoices in gender scores for self-esteem and

the highernumber ofnegative changes reported by fathers,rather than suggesting a
substantive finding thatindicates copiug with a high number ofnegative changesleads to
higher self-esteem or that high self-esteem is a predictorfor the perception ofa greater

numbers ofnegative changes,which would make little empirical sense.
Additional Findings:

TABLE7. Pre-operative,peri-operative and post-operative stressors reported by
parents

Period

Pre-operative

Stressors

Diagnosis ofinfant's heart defect

Negative orincomplete informationfrom referring physician
Immediacy ofa decision regarding treatment
Guilt about baby's condition /searching for areason
Issues regarding donor baby's heart
Waiting for donorheartto become available
Peri-operative

Living arrangements in chaos

Babysitting arrangements for other children
Keeping friends and relatives informed
Media attention

Fatigue

Post-operative

Extended geographic dislocation
Separation from fiiettds,faniily and home
Financial concems
Marital stress

Feelings ofisolation /housebound
Career concems

Fear ofinfant's rejection ofdonor heart
Sibling concems
Readjustment offatnily structure following discharge
Concems aboutfuture pregnandes
Uncertainty aboutfliture/questiohs with no answers
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Analysis ofthe interview data revealed many common stressors reported by parents

for the pre-operative,peri-operative and post-operative period and are delineated in
broad categories in Table 7. Halfthe parents reported that waiting had been the most
difficult partofthe transplant experience,in particular waiting for a donor heartto
become available.

The transplant experience called for many changes on the part ofparents. Seven
parents(47%) reported changes in their role,ofthese seven,six were mothers. Until

the birth ofthe transplant baby,90% ofthe mothers were employed,and mostexpected
to return to the workforce after varying lengths ofmaternity leave. Atthe time ofthe

interview only one mother was employed and she worked in a family business out ofher
home. By contrast, eight ofthe parents(53%) reported no role change,seven ofthese
were fathers.

P^ents who saw themselves"differently"since the transplantreported these

differences as positive for the most part. For example,one parent described himselfas
more confident,several described themselves as"stronger," and some described

themselves as more responsible. One mother,referring to her experience with the media
exulted,"I have power."

Among changes reported were drastic changes in the parents'social lives. Eighty
percent reported a marked decrease in their social life,ofthese parents,50% said they

had no sociallife at all. On the other hand,sixty percent described their family as
"closer"since the transplant. Fifty percentindicated thattheir priorities had changed and

described themselves as being more appreciative and aware,with more emphasis on the
present and family concerns and less emphasis on material concerns.

Although premorbid conflict resolution style was notinvestigated,in answer to
questionsregarding conflict tactics used currently in family disagreements,all parents
reported thatthey used reason when conflict began but88% reported having engaged in
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verbal aggression themselves while 81%reported verbal aggression by their partner.
Thirty-three percentreported some level ofphysical aggression thatincluded throwing
objects,as wellas shoving and/or hitting partner.

When questioned about sources ofsocial support,halfofthe parents feltthatthe
spiritual aspects oftheir life were very important,and halfthou^tthatthey were
somewhatimportant. Two couples attended church on a weekly basis. Another
reported source ofsupportincluded counseling. Three parents had seen counselors

prior to the birth ofthe transplant child(one had pastoralcounseling following the death

ofher child,and one couple had family therapy following trauma to an preschool child

in their family). Since the birth ofthe transplant child,59% ofthe parents reported
having seen a counselor,either a social worker,the transplant coordinator or a pastor.
Although all parents interacted with the transplant coordinator on a regular basis,many
parents mentioned the transplant coordinator as a source ofsupport and counsel. No

parentreported seeing a psychotherapist for issues related to the transplant experience.

When questioned abouttheir health practices,12ofthe parents reported that they did
notsmoke,but five ofthe parents who reported smoking before the birth ofthe

transplant baby still smoke. One reported quitting brieflyand severaltry to smoke

outdoors. Five parents reported changes in their alcohol consumption with two parents
reporting drinking more and three parents reporting thatthey drink less. Six parents
described changes in their exercise habits,with two parents exercising more and four
parents exercising less. One parent made significant changes in dietary practices,

reporting that before the birth ofthis child,she and her husband ate outfrequently and
often ate fastfood but since the birth ofthis child,she has learned to cook and has

become mostly vegetarian. However,most ofthe parents reported thatthey were aware
ofnutrition before the transplantand report no significantchanges in their diet.
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DISCUSSION

Even though the subject population available to be studied was smalland

heterogeneous,it should be clear atthe outset thatin spite ofdifferences in coping skiUs

this self-selected subjed:population was composed ofexceptional copers. These parents
were pioneers,who opted for transplantsurgery for their infants even though this was

an extremely new,experimentaland controversial procedure. They chose this option

referring physicians. This sample included the first survivors ofinfant heart

transplantation;and all these parents,under pressure oftime and emotion,made the

decision to have transplantsurgeryfor their infant and located a medicalcenter willing to
perform the surgery. In many cases,this required uprooting their family in orderto

parents and the data allowed for comparison between the psychosodalstatus offathers

and mothers. Hie mean interval between the child's birth and parent participation in the
study was relatively short but provided a cross-sectional view ofthe early participantsin

this program,including stresses encountered during the pre-operative,peri-operative and
post-operative periods. This study did notinclude parents whose children died

following transplant surgery nor does it presentinformation about parents ofinfants
with HLHS who chose not to have transplant surgery for their infant.

The high participation rate by parents exceeded expectations. The demographic and

psychosodalcharaderistics oftheses parents provided contrasts in many areas. The
parents dealing with this essentially random eventrepresented a twenty-two year age
range. The majority were married and quite well educated which may be related to their

choice to pursue the stressful option ofexperimentalsurgery. All ofthe fathers butonly
one ofthe mothers was employed at the time ofthe interviews.
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Parents'level ofself-esteem varied,with fathers scoring higher than mothers.

Although the parents reported an overall pCTception ofstability in their
marriage/relationships, more than halfofthe parents reported a level ofstress diat

classified them as being in amoderate life crisis or major life crisis category. Many
parents reported significantchangesin their life in terms ofattitude and adjustmentdiat

they attributed directly to the transplantexperience. Although all parents found some
aspects ofthetransplantexperience to be highly stressfulthey also reported experiencing
very positive effects as well. Mo parentin the study express^regretfor having chosen

to have transplant surgeryfortheir infant. "While all the parents Said they could
recommend the choice oftransplant surgery to other parents faced with this dilemma,
many said thatthey would notjudge a parent who chose notto have the surgery.

Severalcommented thateven if^eir child had notsurvived the surgery they would feel

Many ofthe parents have become actively engaged in promoting donor awareness

following their child's hearttransplant surgery.
The data from this exploratory study addressed the general hypotheses butdue to the

small sample size these hypotheses could not be tested using probability statistics.
Instead,data was reported using descriptive statistics and findings based on case
illustrations and clinical observations.

The first hypothesis,predicting that differences in socioeconomic status,education
and culture would be reflected in differentcoping skills was partially supported. The

heterogeneous sample did demonstrate different approachesto coping and adaptation.
For example,the decision as to whether the family would relocate ofall or part ofthe

family and the differences in adaptation thatresulted,appeared to relate to socioeconomic
status. Moststudies find that stress deaeases and psychosocial adaptation inCTeases
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with economic status and this premise was included in the hypothesis. However,
contraryto expectations,families with higher socioeconomic statusreported more

difficulties and greater strain on relationships. Their career demands were more

inflexible,and because they perceived more career and economicrisks,their stress
actually appears to have been greater than families with fewer financialresources.
A relatively low income couple disclosed thatthey would not have considered

"breaking up the family"even temporarily. In this family,the father was young and a
recentemployee ofa company that gave him an extended leave ofabsence.

Consequently,this family did notfind the relocation tobe particularly stressful. In
contrast,a high income couple who owned a business feltthat they could not both be
awayfor a year,so the mother and older child relocated and the father commuted

between Loma Linda and the family's distant home asfrequently as possible. This
family reported serious difficulties in their relationship and great stress involved in

relocating. Therefore,even though it appeared that one family placed their desire to
avoid separation as a higher priority,the career imphcations were not comparable. The
family with more to lose encountered greater stress and it is possible thatthe family's

usual method ofadapting to a crisis may have been interrupted bythe extra demands
created by their geographic dislocatiou.

The finding(Cockerham,Lueschen,Kunz& Spaeth,1986)thatlower-status
persons are more likely than hi^er-status persons to be passive recipients ofmedical
services was not given overall supportin the current study. Some parents with a higher

level ofeducation,and greater financial resources did demonstrate impressive
resourcefulness in securing assistance for theirfamily (such as having a computer

donated to record their child's medicaldata)but thelowerincome families did not appear
to be less involved with their child's medical regimen.
A long-term study ofthis sample may find that families with lower socioeconomic
'
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status that appear to cope wellinitially, may have more difficulty when they retum to
their home environment;and families with higher sodoeconomic status that demonstrate
difficulty coping initially,mayretum to a high level ofcoping when their added
temporary stressors are removed. Another possibility is thatfamilies with high orlow
sodoeconomic status will learn new coping skills during the transplant experience that

they will maintain over time. The way in which sociodemographics interacted to

produce differences in coping response pose questions that have yetto be answered.

relocation ofall or partofthe family for the period ofone year as required bythe medical
center. Although many parents expressed concem about finances,resources available

to the families although ranging from very little to quite substantial did not appear to be a
determining factor in deciding whether or notto have the transplant surgery.

Heuristically,it wiH be importantto compare this finding with reports by parents who
dedded notto have transplant surgery for their infant.
The prediction that there would be differing levels ofcompliance related to
sododemographics was notsupported with regard to compliance to the infants'medical
protocol. Allthe parents reported compliance with recommended treatment and

procedures,and this was corroborated by their medical records, An explanation for this
high level ofcompliance might befound in their reported satisfaction with their

relationship with their physidan,the transplant coordinators and many ofthe interfacing
health-care providers. Research byEMMatteo and DeNicole(1982)found that
sodal-emotionalaspects ofpatient-physidan interaction are centralto compliance with
medical regimens.

Another explanation may be the unique,self-selected nature ofthe sample;these

parmts were willing to risk and sacrifice a great deal in order to partidpate in an

experimental procedure in the hope ofsaving their infantfrom aterminal prognosis. As
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tilis procedure becomes more accepted and common,less effort will be necessaryto
secure the surgery and rates ofcompliance may begin to fall,more nearly matching those

found for other medicalregimens. Therefore,the results ofthis study may be indicative
ofthe generally high motivation ofthis particular group.
Parents in the current study reported being asked for their input abouttheir infant's

well-being and feltinformed and included in many aspects oftheir child's care. As one

father in describing their compliance stated,"Part ofthe reason wasthey were asking us
'Whatdo you think and why do you think or feelthat way?'...They(the doctors)said
when something isn't exactly right, you may know it before we do." This appears to
supportEMMatteo and DiNicole(1982)who reported thatfeeling empowered encourages
cooperation and compliance,even withdifficult medicalregimens.

On the other hand,peripheralcompliance by parents did show more variability.
Parents were asked to make a number ofchanges in life style and routines,such as

reducing the infant's exposure to the public,observing extra precautions for hygiene and

learning to administer medications. In attempting to take control oftheir child's
well-being,some parents compulsively corhplied,introducing routines that were
inflexible and sometimes appeared to go beyond the medicalstaffrecommendations.

The guidelinesfor maintaining a safe home environmentfor the immunosuppressed

baby wereinvitations to increased compulsivity for these parents and they exhausted
themselves with elaborate precautions and rigorous adherence to their interpretation of
the recommended guidelines. Others coped by using apparent denial,making few
changes even when indicated.

Another contrasting exception to compliance wasnoted in the area ofparents'health
practices. Although medical personnelrecommended that parents not smoke,no parents
in this study stopped smoking. Some parents quittemporarily or tried to smoke

outdoors,butin spite ofapparentrisk to the babyfor respiratory problems,parents did
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notquit. This may provide more evidence ofthe power ofnicotine addiction than for

parents'conscious disregard for their baby's well-being since this wasthe only major
area ofnon-compliance reported by die parents.

The finding in this study,thatparents did notmake significantchanges in their health
practices,offers supportfor the finding by Cockerham,Lueschen,Kunz and Spaeth
(1986)who reported thateating properly,participating in exercise,and avoiding
smoking and the use ofalcohol was not affected by socioeconomic status variables.
Support was offered for the second hypothesis predicting gender differences in
coping as reflected in role expectations and gender role stereotypes. Mothers reported a

high percentage ofpositive change in the areasofoudook on hfe,self-respect and sense
ofability which supports Freund's et al.(1985) finding that mothers faced with the

aisis oftheir child's medical condition,mayleam that they can cope with this major
stress and discover a new sense ofthemselves as capable individuals. It appeared that
mothers often added new dimensions to their role,which increased their sense of

efficacy,while fathers'role perception as the provider for family often seemed
threatened.

Although mostofthe mothers were employed before the birth ofthe transplant child,

only one was employed atthe time ofthe interviews. Interestingly,few mothers
mentioned this as a stressor. Even mothers who reported that they had always worked

did not appear to regard giving up theirjob as a sacrifice. As one mother stated,"I was

the logical one to stay home with the baby." This gives supportfor the literature
(Lipman-Blumen & Leavitt,1976;Lips,1988))that women derive their identity and
sense ofachievementfrom their role in relationships and nurturing. Although women

suffered greater disruption in their employmentstatus, it appearsto be the perception of
the women thattheir role ofmother is their most salientrole. Miller's(1976)view that
"serving others"is the basic principle around which women organize their lives is also
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given support.

On tiie other hand,although fathers experienced less disruption in their work,they
reported satisfaction with work as one ofthe significant negative changes attributed to
thetransplantexperience. They described several ways in which their work was

affected. First,fathers who relocated to the Loma Linda area usually needed to find
temporary employment. Secondly,fathers who commuted between Loma Linda and
their hometown hundreds ofnnles awaysometimesfelt overwhelmed with the added

responsibility ofmaintaining a second home and dealing with their wife's distress at
having to make her wayin a new environment while she felt alone with the

responsibility for the baby. Even fathers whosejob/employmentstayed the same
reported thattheir career was affected. Speaking ofhow his career was affected by the
transplant baby,one father said,"I watched every plan thatI had made go outthe
windoAv". Fathers reported that their ability to be independent wassignificantly
affected,along with their decreased satisfaction with work,this offers further support
for gender role stereotypes thatfind that men derive their identity/satisfaction from their

job/career,as well as the gender stereotjTe ofmen as powerfuland independent(Lips,

In i^ite ofmothers'appearing to view caretaking/nurturing as their role,or maybe

because ofthis view,mothers had more concernsthan fathers abouttheir ability to cope
with the baby's condition. Fathers weremore worried abouttheir spouse's ability to
cope with the situation. Mothers reported sharing more oftheir thoughts with then-

spouse while fathers reported keeping more thoughts to themselves so as notto worry
their spouse. This appears to support Consolvo's(1984)finding thatfathers react with
stoicism or withdrawalwhen they are forced to give up control to health- care providers,

as well as the socialized tendency for men to be l®ss emotionally expressive.
Mothers were more concemed than fathers aboutfuture pregnancies and reported
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more feelings ofhelplessness and guilt aboutthe baby's condition. This offers support

for Consolvo's(1984)view that mothers regard the infant as a part oftheir"self and

experience anxiety when they are unable to fulfillimportantfunctions oftiieir maternal
role. Mothefsreportedinability to stop thinking aboutthe baby offers for support

Peppers and Knapp's(1980)finding that mothers are likely to be preoccupied with
thoughts ofthe baby,as well as Blackburn and Lowen's(1986) finding that mothers

have rnore intense reactions to the stress ofhaving a baby with problems beginning at
birth.

An additional area ofconcern for parents centered around their search for

understanding the cause oftheir babies life-threatening heart defectand the attributions
thatthey considered. Although the majority ofparents reported thatthey did notfeel
guilty abouttheir child's condition,when asked why they thoughttheir child had this
heart defect many displayed ambivalence,first stating thatthere was no known cause but

then going on to make various causal attributions. For example,one mother revealed "if

I hadn't gotten so angry at my husband when I was pregnant the baby would have been
okay," and a father said,"Ifyou do things right, you should get an 'A''*. These
responses reflect parents'beliefin the"just world"hypothesis (Lemer& Simmonds,

1966)where people believe that what happens to them is determined by their own
behavicir and worthiness.

defective child,some parents explained their child's medical problem by drawing on

&eir religious convictions. Some described their baby's condition as"an act ofGod.''
One patent admitted,"I used to think that God was punishing me." Another mother
attributed the baby's condition to the fact that she and the father were not married and
didn't go to church. This may be related to Shaver's(1985)finding thatindividuals
with high religiosity were more likely to attribute more influence to"superphysical
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causes"(divine influence)whieh are notequivalentto chance.
Another mother found an external cause. She was convinced that her child's heart

defect was caused by the baby's having been conceived near a major power line and she
tried to elicit supportfor her theoryfrom other parents oftransplant babies.
Important differences were found between fathers and mothers in terms of
cognitive processes in response to crisis and decision-making. Father's decisions

appeared to emphasize a cognitive perspective focusing on information gathering and

objective criteria while mothers were more likely to process mtemally,focusing on the
subjective emotional-affective aspectemphasizing their connectedness to the infant. For

example, fathers made statements such as,"Istepped outside myself...1 looked atthe
success rates,"or"Itried to wipe all emotion out and look atitfrom a quality oflife
standpoint...what were the babies chances based on a statistics," or"I detached myself
and approached it from an objective standpoint." By contrast, mothers made
statements such as,"I put myselfin the baby's position...could I forgive my parents

for doing this to me?"or"Ithought abouthow our baby wasa fighter,"and"She(the
baby)showed us that she had such determination to survive."

The third hypothesis,that parents who evidenced higher self-esteem and experienced
greater marital satisfaction and lower levels ofstress,would be expected to cope more
effectively with the transplant experience,was notsupported. The correlations failed to
identify an adaptive pattern.

Findings ofinterest,however, include fathers demonstrating higher levels of
self-esteem overall,butreporting proportionately more negative changes attributed to the
transplantexperience than mothers. Although as a group,mothers'self-esteem was
somewhatlower,they reported significantly more positive changes attributed to the

transplantexperience. This gender difference may be an artifact since men in general
tend to have higher self-esteem than women. There was some evidence that the mothers
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in this study had increased their self-esteem by meeting the challenge ofcoping with the

tremendous stress associated with the transplant experience. As one mother describing
her experience proudly stated,"Fm not a crazy little girl anymore,... I've grown up,...

Fve learned to take responsibility. Weniadeitr
Marital satisfaction did not appear to be related to coping with ihe crisis with regard
to the number ofpositive changes attributed to the transplant experience. Although some

parents reporting a high number ofpositive changes did report satisfaction with their
marriage/relationship,it appeared that other families in which parents(mothers in
particular)reported many positive changes had low marital satisfaction. Some ofthe
parents withlow marital satisfaction reported putting the difficult aspects oftheir

marriage"on hold"in the hope thatthese problems were temporary and when the family
situation became normalized the problems would disappear or could be dealt with later.
It was noted that couples in which both partners had high self-esteem and reported a

high degree ofmarital satisfaction also reported more positive changes than negative
changes. It wasfurther noted that couples that had significant differences in their level
ofself-esteem and couples in which both partners had low self-esteem tended to have
lower marital satisfaction and reported more negative changes related to the transplant
experience.

There appeared to be a stronger relation between parents'perceived levelofstress

and positive attributions than to actual reported stressors. For example,two mothers

who reported the lowestlevelofstress,not only appeared to have significantly
underestimated their level ofstress when informationfrom the interview wascompared
to their self-report on the stress inventory,but also reported the highest number of
positive changes thatthey attributed to the transplant experience. Itis ofinterestto note

transplant baby. By contrast,the mother with the highestreported level ofstress
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reported the greatest number ofnegative changes. These examples supportthe literature

on depression(Alloy & Abramson,1979)that asserts that people who are depressed
make negative but accurate assessments oftheir situation,while people who are not

depressed make positive butinaccurate assessments about the amount ofcontrolthey
exert over their environment. This appearsto be a cognitive distortion that serves as a

buffer against stress. There may also be supportfor Wells and Schwebel's(1987)
suggestion that parents with high and low stress appear to have less efficient coping

sldlls,while moderately stressed parents appeared to adapt better.
Further differences in coping response were evident. For instance,one mother
with high self-esteem,high marital satisfaction and a relatively low stress score,

described their family's method ofcoping stating, "Weincorporated the baby into our
lifestyle,and didn'tlet it(the transplant experience)consume us." Another mother with
high self-esteem,low marital satisfaction and a high stress score,reported,"The baby is
more and more my priority;she is the focus ofmy life now". While the first description

appears to describe a healthier adaptation,both mothers reported optimism aboutthe
future oftheir family. It is possible thatfactors such as self-esteem,marital satisfaction

and level ofstress,while important,may not have as great an affect on coping as

hypothesized. Distmctions between coping based on these factors and coping thatis
based on a positive outcome are difficultto establish. One possibilityis that outcome

has an even greater effectsince all ofthe parents in this studyreported thattheir baby
was doing well. Regardless oflevel ofself-esteem and marital adjustment,would these
parents be coping as well iftheir child had died following surgery? More information

needsto be obtained about coping behaviors ofparents who appear to have adjusted
successfully long-term. This presents a promising area for future research.

Critical stages appear to be importantin understanding parents'psychosocial
adjustment. Pre-operative stressors for these families included the attitude ofthe
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referring physicians with regard to how information was presented,as well as alack of

information by these physicians,and even misinformation. Particularly stressful was a

outcome. Some parents were told a transplant was impossible,had no chance of
success arid thatthey could notexpecttheir infantto havequality oflife. Verbal and

nonverbal communications on the part ofpersonnel and staffin the hospital setting
affected the parents. For example,one father described a nurse averting her eyes from
the baby,as well as avoiding eye contact with the parents after sharing her expectation
thatthe baby would not live. Apother mother emotionally described her perception that
the nurses did not speak to the baby while caring for her and were hostile when

confronted by the mother abouttheir disengagement.
Pre-operatively,the most significant stressor was the period ofwaitirig for a donor

heartto become available. Parents watching their baby deteriorate werejustifiably
concerned thatthe baby's other organ systems could be compromised by the wait,and
their feeling ofhelplessness at this time was especially distressing. The longer wait also
meantthatthe surgery would be done on a sicker baby with the probability ofmore
complications postoperatively. Parents also experienced ambivalence abouttheir fervent

wish for an available organ while worrying about"needing a baby to die"so thattheir

child mighthave a chance to hve.

Theimmediate peri-operative period was least problematicfor thefamihes. Most
parents found the surgery less traumatic than the waitfor a donor heart. In fact,the

surgery often served to relieve anxiety and renew hope. What was stressful wasthe
general chaos in their daily life produced byrelocating to be near the medical center.
Relocating famihes found it difficult to set up a second household while spending most

oftheir time atthe hospital with the baby. Parents also found it difficult to give adequate

time and supportto other children in the family who were correspondingly distressed
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with dlthe changes in their lives.
During the third stage,the long-term post-operative period,there was again a major
adjustmentdemanded ofthe families who had relocated. Family members were not only
separated from each other in some cases,butthey were also removed from bdier sources

ofsupport,such as friends,church and community.
Parents reported child care was frequently a serious stressor during this period.

symptomsthatthey as parents had learned to be aware ofin caring for the child's special
needs. Moreover, even when the parents became secure enough to trust others with the

childs's care,they found that babysitters, including ^andparents,were often
uncomfortable with the responsibility ofcaring these infant. For many parents,this
severely limited their sociallife as wellas their abihty to accomplish daily tasks,siuce
parents were advised to be cautious about where they took the baby due to risks posed
byimmunosuppression. This situation appeared to engender feelings ofisolation for
some couples and for mothers in particular. For example,mothers made statements

such as, "My world has become much smaller,ifsjust(baby)and me", or"the baby is

my whole world right now." One mother despaired,"Ifeellike Fm m a void".
Yet,the transplant experience was not viewed as an exclusively stressful experience.
Many parents felt drawn closer together and believed that their marriage had been
strengthened by surviving the transplant experience. Aspects that engendered negative
feelings for some parents broughtabout positive and adaptive responses for other

parents thatincluded personal maturation and growth as wellas increased family
cohesion. Despite the potentialfor maladjustment,it appeared that mostfamilies were
able to adaptand resume a relatively normal hfe after their infant left the hospital.

Itis difficult atthis early stage ofthe infant hearttransplantation program to evaluate
which families have had successful outcomes in terms ofpsychosocialadjustment. For
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the families ofsurviving infants who have returned to their homes,tiie long-term
outlookis not yet known. Butthe parents ofthese infants report the baby's well-being

in very positiveterms and mostexpressthe expectation thattheirfamily life willretum to
normalnow thatthey are backin their own environment with their extended family and

socialsupportsystemsin place. The challenge for some parents wiU be to change the
focusfrom the baby as the central character and balance their family situation in terms of
sibling concems and their maritalrelationship.
If maritaltension persists,the psychological health ofaU the children in the family is
affected. In the future,management ofthe transplantinfant mightinclude an assessment

ofthe family"with particular reference to the relationship between the parents With a"view
to pro"viding intensive supportto less stable couples during the highly stressful
pre-operative period.

Because ofthe pioneering nature ofthis program,parents mustlive with unanswered
questions abouttheir child's future. Long-term side effects ofrequired medications are

notknown,and data is not available regarding developmentalconcerns. These are
legitimate concems and Will need to be addressed.
Several methodologicalissues limitthe data and the conclusions thatcan be made
from this study,in addition to the the small sample size mentioned previously. Since the

birth ofa child with a life-threatening condition is rarely anticipated,the information on

family functioriing is inevitably retrospective and some obvious and well known
problems with self-^report were evident. Information from medicalrecords included

psychosodal data that was sometimes at variance with data from the interview. For
example,parents were asked aboutconflictresolution tactics. One father reported

minimal alcohol consumption and no physical aggression,yet his wife says that she
fears his violence when he is drinking and there was documented evidence in support of

her concems. Although it was also difficultto assess reports regarding health practices
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that have a social desirability factor which may have lead to misrepresentation,the data
regarding their smoking practices suggests that parents were candid in this area even
when their behavior was non-compliant.

Other disadvantages common to self-report scales included missing data,which
occurred because subjects failed to complete inventories or failed to understand

directions. In this study attempts were made to limitsome ofthese difficulties by

medicalrecords. Most ofthesubjectsappearedtobe accuratehistorians,as verified by
spouse and medical records.
As with many studies on families with health care considerations, the researcher

was presented with challenges. One was the lack ofobjective data. It is difficultto

distinguish between the psychological effects ofproducing a baby with a life-threatening
impairment and the physical burden ofthe infant's ongoing care. Also,data was not

available for parents who did notchoose to have transplant surgeiy,either because they

chose palliative surgery or no surgery,orfor those parents whose child did not survive
transplant surgery. Because ofthe lack ofa control group,the present study could not
isolate aspects exclusive to the transplant experience.
The use ofan unvalidated,author-constructed questionnaire to measure reactions to
the transplant experience could be considered a methodological limitation. This was

lack ofresearch in this area. Because the parents in this study were among the first to

experience the effects ofinfant hearttransplanton the family,their experience was
unique in some ways. For example,the intense media attention, and the longer time
families in this study were required to remain near the medical center will not be a

significant part ofthe transplant experience for future families. Therefore the results
from this study might be applicable only to those participating early in the experimental
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phase.

The factthat all the subjects came from one medical center also poses a

methodologicallimitation. Even though the patient population was drawn from a wide

area with different demographic characteristics,other centers may provide different
psychosodalservices which could affect psychological outcome for the families
involved.

Because ofthese limitations,generalizations mustnecessarily be made with caution.
But despite the study's limitations,the in-depth information obtained from the parent
interviews provides a rich foundation from which to create a better understanding of

parents'experience with infant hearttransplant surgery. The descriptive methodology
used in this exploratory study allowed the parents the opportunity to offer information
abouttheir experience and ways the experience affected their lives.
Future studies need to investigate whether or notthese stresses experienced by

families have mainly short-term effects. Do familiesthatfound geographic dislocation
stressfulreturn to their premorbid level offunctioning when they retum home and can
families who appear to cope well initially maintain this level ofcoping? More extensive
exploration ofthese issues is needed with particular emphasis on the families of
long-term survivors. Interpretations ofpsychosocial outcome data on the long-term
survivors wiU come from studies that gather comparable data on appropriate control

populations. To definitively characterize the psychosocialimpact on families ofinfants

undergoing heart transplantation,prospective longitudinalresearch is needed.
A future consideration might be to replicate the study with different populations,for

example,parents with a healthy infant,or parents whose infants underwent minor heart

surgery. Such a study mightlead to a clearer understanding ofthe variables that
appeared most significantin this study.
Although this study suggests that families ofsurvivors have done quite well
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short-tem from a psychosocial standpoint,some ofthe adverse psychological sequelae
may have lasting effects on the family and provide arguable supportfor routine

psychological assessment offamilies participating in the infant heart surgery program.
While there are currently no"markers"for identifying or predicting hi^-riskfamilies,
providing early and ongoing support could prove beneficial. Itis likelythatthe lives of

the parents who choose transplantation will be profoundly affected,regardless oftheir
child'smedical outcome and it is necessaiy to determine how to implementthe findings
by determining effective interventions.

This descriptive study provides an overview ofcoping and adjustment in parents of
infants undergoing hearttransplantation. Itis imperative that quantitative research be
conducted to identify the long-term psychosocial effects oftransplantation for families.

Family functioning hasfrequently been neglected in family studies relating to health,but
the application ofthis studyby clinicians would be usefulin dealing with parents. Itis

in orderto determine appropriate and effective interventions that enhance adaptive

fimctioning for the family system.
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APPENDIX

INFORMED CONSENT

Research Project on Psychologicaland SodalEffects
ofInfant HeartTransplants on Families

Iagree to participate in the study ofemotionalresponse and family adjustmentto

infant hearttransplantationthatis being conducted at Loma Lindalihiversity Medical

I have been told that my participation wUlinclude an interview and the completion of
a written questionnaire. The interview willbe approximately one hour in length and the

written questionnaire willtake about 1 hour to complete. Ialso imderstand thatI may be
contacted for one or more follow-up interviewsofapproximately one hour in length. I

have been informed thatsome ofthe questionsI will be asked are ofa personal nature,
and Iunderstand that my participation is voluntary and myresponses will be kept
completely confidential. Medical personnel at Loma linda University Medical Center
wiU not have access to my answersin the interview or questionnaire.

Ihave been told that my participation is in no way related to my child's medical
treatment. Ifurther understand thatI may excuse myselffrom further participation in the
study at any time and that mychoice notto continue willin no way effect my child's
medicaltreatment.

Iunderstand tiiatinformation contained in my child's Loma Linda medical records
may be reviewed as part ofthis research. 1 further understand that all information
obtain^,including interviews,questionnaires and medical record information,will be
strictly confidential.

I have been told thatifI have any questions or concernsregarding this research or

ifI wish to receive information regarding the results ofthis studyIcan contact
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Dr.Gteraldine Butts Stahly,orI>r. Michael Weiss,E)epartment ofPsychology,
Galifomia State University Sati Bernardino,(714)887-7226.

Ihave been told thatthe interview wiU be recorded. The tape will be keptin alocked

Ihave been told thatifI wish to contactan impartialIhird party not associated wldi

this study regarding any complaintImay have aboutthe study,I may contact Larry
Stevens,Patient Representative,Loma Linda University Medical Cfenter,Loma Unda,
CA 92350. Phone(714)824-4634,for information and assistance.
Ihave read the contents ofthis consentform and have listened to the verbal

explanation given bythe investigator. My questions concerning this study have been
answered to my satisfaction. I have received a copy ofthis consent. Ihereby give
voluntary consentto participate in this study.

Date

Signature

Print Name

Investigator
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INTERVIEW

Mother

Father

1. Is

your first child?

Ifnot,how many other children do you have?
Could you describe your experience with other pregnancies.

Probes:

a)were there complications?
b)did you ever miscarry?

c)have you experienced the loss ofan infant?
2. Describe this pregnancy.



3. Baby's birth date
4. Baby's sex

5. When wasthe baby's heart problem diagnosed?

6. Whatdid the doctor tell you about your child's heart condition?

7, When were you referred to LLUMC?
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8. Could you describe your decision to have this surgery for your child?

Probes:

whatfactors did you consider?

9. Did you consider other alternatives?

Probes:

a)no treatment?

10. Who helped you in this decision?

Probes:

a)doctors?
b)transplant coordinators?

c)family?

.

11. Wdiat reservations did you have?

12. Were you and your partner/spouse in agreement?
Ifnot, describe

.
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13. Can you describe whatit was like for you while you were waiting for a donor

14. How long did your child have to wait after registering with organ procurementfor a
donor heart to become available? ■ . ■

■

15. What was the date ofyour child's transplant surgery?

16. Did you ever choose not to have arecommended procedure for your child? Ifso,
describe.

' ' ; .

^

17. Did you ever choose to discontinue a treatment against medical advice?

18. How have the following areas ofyour life been influenced by your child's medical
condition:

a)social activities?

b)family?
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c)friends?

d)work?

e)time by yourself?

f)spiritual aspects ofyour Hfe?

g)plans for the future?

h)life priorities?

i)sexuality?

j)other areas?
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k) Have you found that holidays and family events(birthdays,anniversaries etc.)have

been celebrated differently? Ifso,describe.

19

your life with regard to:
a)your other children(ifany)?

b)having to live in Loma Linda?

c)being separated from other members ofyour family?

d)separation from friends/your community?

e)finances?

f)other?
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20. We've talked about many areas in your life that have been influenced by your

baby's heartcondition. How has your marriage/relationship been affected bythese
changes?

Probes:

. .

.

■■ .;

a)your time together?

b)your communication?

c)your sexual relationship?

d)other ways?

21. Are you finding that your role in the marriage/relationship has undergonechanges?

Probes:

a)mother making decisions alone?

b)father having more household responsibilities?
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c)other ways?

11. Has your role in yourfamily changed in any way since your child's illness? Ifso,
describe.

'

13. Haye you experienced financial problems associated with the transplant surgery
and/or relocation?

22. What member ofyou family has been most helpfulto you sincethe birth ofyour
■

baby? Describe.

23. Do you think differently about yourselfsince the birdi/hearttransplantofthis child?

24. Haye you noticed a change in other people's attitude toward you since the
birth/heart transplant ofthis child?

• '

25. Whathas been the mostdifficult aspect ofthe"transplantexperience"?
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26. Are tiiere any positive aspects or experiences that have occurred because ofthe
"transplant experience"?

"

27.

staff?

28. Are there been questions you would like to ask your child's doctors butfeel
reluctant to ask?

• . .

■

■ '

■ ■■ ■'

!

. /' -

■

■■ ■

If yes, what are they?

29. Is there any information about your child's condition or treatment that you would
like to have that youhaven't received?

.

If yes, explain. '" '

;

30. Have daily routines at the hospitalhave affected your relationship with your child?

If yes, describe.

Probes:

a) what has been the effect of having to mask and gown?
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b)seeing the baby on life support systems?

c)any others?

31. Can you describe whatit was like to resume family life after bringmg your child
home from the hospital?

Probe:

■

'

a)what was it like for you?

b)for brothers/sisters?

32. How many times has your child been readmitted to the hospitalfor rejection or
complications?

■

Describe.

'

33. Wasreadmission easier or more difficultthan the initial hospitalization?
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34. Aside from the medical problem,has your experience with this child been different
^ '■ '

from that with your other children?

Ifyes,explain.

■

■

.

■

- : '' '

.'

Probes: a)with discipline,handling,crying,sleeping,feeding,interaction with
other members ofthe family?

;

b)do youfind that you are more protective?

d)other differences?

33; Do you feelthat the baby's physical appearance has been altered by medical
problems and/or treatment?

Probes:

a)by immunosuppressive drugs?

b)by anything else?
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35. How do others reactto your baby/child?

36, Were you contacted by the media in connection with your child's hearttransplant?

WTiat was that like for you?

Probe:

was it supportive or an intrusion?

37. How do you feel aboutthe media now?

38. How do you feelaboutfamilies making personal appeals for organs via the media?

39. Do you have any idea why your child might have developed a heart condition? If
yes,explain.

'
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40. Do you think there is anything you could have done to preventthe development of
■.

this heart problem? Describe.

41. Is there anything you feel that you can do to help your child's recovery? Describe.

42. What advice would you give to another parent with your child's heart condition?

43. Ifthere anything you would like to share that you have not been asked?
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PATIENTPROFILE QUESTIONNAIRE

INSTRUCTIONS:

THIS QUESTIONNAIRE ASKS ABOUTYOUR FEELINGS
AND EXPERIENCES RELATED TO YOUR CHILD'S

TRANSPLANT. YOUR HONEST RESPONSES WILL HELP
INCREASE UNDERSTANDING OFSOME OFTHE

CONSEQUENCES OFILLNESS AND HELPIMPROVE
SERVICES TO PATIENTS AND THEIR FAMIUES.
THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS. ITIS

YOUR ANSWERS;YOUR FIRST ANSWERISPROBABLY
BEST.

ALLYOUR ANSW01S ARE STRICTLYCONFIDENTIAL.

THEFOLLOWINGPAGES WILL BEroENTEFIED BY
NUMBER ONLYTO PROTECTYOURPRIVACY.
THANKYOUFOR YOUR HELP WITH THIS IMPORTANT
PROJECT.
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Dl.

(1)female
(2)male

Sex:

D2. Age:
D3. Ethnic background:

1)Black
2)Caucasian(white)
3)Hispanic
4)Asian
5)Other(describe)

D4.

1)single
2)married
3)divorced
4)widowed
5)separated
6)unmarried,living with partner

D5.

Marital status:

List members ofhousehold living with you atthe presenttime by:
age
relationship to vou

first name

D6. Whatis the highest educationallevel you have attained:
___ (1)have notcompleted high school
(21 high school graduate
(3Vsome college,but have not graduated

____ (4)college graduate(Bachelor's Degree)
(5)graduate degree

D7. Whicdi ofthe following best describes your current employmentsituation:
(1)working full-time
(2)working part-time
___ (3ylaid offor on strike
(4)unemployed(looking for work)
(6)retired
(7)disabled,permanent(on permanent disability)

(8)disabled,tempbraiy(on temporary disability)
(9)on public assistance
(10)full-time homemaker
(11)full-time studept
(12)other(please descaribe)

^ :

. ■

D8. Has your employrnent situation changed since the birth ofyour child:
(l)no
(2)yes(please explain)
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'• ■

D9. Whatis your current occupation or your mostrecent occupation:

(1)doctor,lawyer, professor,natural& social scientist,architect,
engineer,etc.

'

(2)nurse,teacher,accountant,clergy,editor,and technical worker
(laboratory technician,computer programmer,etc.)
(3)proprietor,manager or official,self-employed in construction,
manufacturing,retail,manager,administrator,inspector

(4)clerical(secretary,bookkeeper,typist,cashier,postal worker)
____ (5)sales,including realestate and insurance
.
(Syforeman and craftsman(electrician,machinist,carpenter,
mechanic)
(7)operative and apprentice craftsman(bus driver,deliveryman,
apprentice carpenter,etc.)

___ (8)service worker(cook,bartender,maid,etc.)
(9)laborer(including farm: gardener,farm worker,etc.)
(10)other(describe)

DIG. Ifyou are married or living with a partner,which ofthe following best describes
your partner's current employment situation:
(1)working full-time
(2y working part-time

^(Sylaid offor on strike
(4)unemployed(looking for work)
_____ (5)unemployed(notlooking for work)
; • (6)retired
(7)disabled,permanent(on permanent disability)
(8)disabled,temporary(on temporary disability)
(9)on public assistance
(lOyfuU-timehomemaker
(1lyfull-time student

_____ (12)other(describe)

,

.

Dll. Whatis your approximate totalfamilyincome for one year:
(1)under $10,000
(2U10.000 - $15.000

(3)$15,000-$20,000
(4U20.000 - $30.000

__ (5)$30,000 - $45,000
___ (6)$45,000 - $75,000
(7yabove $75,000

D12. Checkthe answer that best describes your financial situation atthis time:
(1)cannot make ends meet

(2\ can get bv with some help
(31 have iust enough to get bv

(4)comfortable
(5)more than enough to get by
(6)well-to-do
(7)wealthy
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SI. Please give your religious preference:
(1) Catholic
(2) Protestant
(31 Bom-aeain Christian

(4) Jewish

(5) Other(describe)
^
(6f No preference
82. Ifyou attend church,checkthe answer that bestd.escribes your church attendance:
(1)weekly
(2)monthly
(3yless often
'
(4)rarely
53.

How often do you partidi^te in religious activities:
.
(1)more than weekly
(2)weekly
(3)monthly

(4)occasionally
(5)rarely
(6)never

54. How important are the spiritual aspects ofyour life to you now:
____ (1)extremely important
___ (2)very important
(3)somewhatimportant
(4)not very important
(5)notimportant at all

55.

Have you sought any professional counseling help(e.g.from a psychologist,
social worker,counselor,or religious leader)in the six months before your
child's diagnosis:
(1)yes
(2)no

56.

Have you received any professional help since your child's birth:
(l)yes
(2)no

Ifyou received help from any ofthese people in the six months before your child's
diagnosis check Y for yes or N for no:
Y
S7.
(1)religious leader/spiritual leader
N
S8.
Y
(2)social Worker(in hospital)
N
S9.
Y
N
(3)psychologist
SIO.
Y
(4)psychiatrist
N
Sll.
Y
N
(5)other(e.g.transplant coordinator)
(specify)
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Ifyoureceived helpfrom any ofthese people since your child's transplant surgery check

Yfor yes^d N for no:
S12.
S13.
S14.
S15.
816.

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

(1)religious leader/spiritualleader
(2)social worker(in hospital)
(3)psychologist
(4)psychiatrist
(5)other type ofcounselor
(specify)

N
N
N
N
N

517. Have you received a referralto any patient support groups:
(1)yes(describe)
'

•

(2)no

518. How often did/do you attend the support group:
(1)more than weekly
(2)weekly
(3)monthly
(4)occasionally
__ (5)rarely
(6)never

519. How beneficial has the group been:
(1)extremely helpful
,(2)very helpful
.(3)somewhat helpful
(4)not very helpful
(5)not helpful at all
HI.

Before vour child's birth,did vou smoke:

(l)yes
(2)no

H2. Ifyes,on the average,how many packs per day in the year before your child's
bi^:
H3. Before vour child's birth,did you drink alcoholic beverages:
(i)yes
(2)no
H4. Considering an average month the year before your child's birth,how many days
in the mon& would you drink alcohol:
(11 none ofthem

(2)some ofthem

___ (3)abouthalfofthem
(41 most ofthem

(5)all ofthem

H5. On a day that you drank,about how many drinks would you usually have:
(consider one drink to be 1 oz.liquor, 1 can beer,or4oz. wine)
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H6. Beforethe birth ofyour child,how would you describe your awareness of
nutrition:

(!')very aware ofnutrition

.

(2)somewhat aware ofnutrition
(3)didn't pay much attention

H7. Before your child's birth,how would you describe the nutrition of your diet:
(I)excellent
(2)good
(3)average
(4)poor
(5)not sure

H8. Before vour child's birth,how often did you engage in vigorous exercise?

■

(1)daily
(2)at least 3times per week
(3)weekly
' (4)occasionally
(5)rarely
(6)never

H9. Since your child's birth/transplant do you smoke:
(l)yes
Ifyes,on the average,how many packs ner day since vour

child's birth/transplant:

. •

■



(21 no

HIO. Since your child's birth/transplant,do you drink alcohol:
(1)yes
(2)no

Hll. Considering an average month in the year since your child's birth/transplant,how
many days in the month do you drink alcohol:
■

(1)none ofthem
(2)some ofthem

^ (3)about halfofthem
(4)most ofthem
(51 all ofthem

H12. On the days that you drink,since vour child's birth/transplant,about how many
drinks do you usually have:
(consider one drink to be 1 oz.liquor, 1 can beer,4 oz. wine)

HI3. Since your child's birth/transplant,how would you describe your awareness of
nutrition:

(1)very aware ofnutrition
: (2)somewhat aware ofnutrition
___ (3)don't pay much attention
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HI4. Since your child's transplant,how would you describe the nutrition ofyour diet:
(1)excellent
(2)good
(3)average
(4)poor
(5)not sure

HI5. Since your child's transplant,how often do you engage in vigorous exercise:
(1)daily
(2)atleast3times per week
(3)weekly
(4yoccasionally
(5)rarely
(6)never

Cl. Think ofthe most serious problem you/your family faced prior to your child's
birth with heart condition. What wasthe problem:

C2. Whataction did you take to deal with this problem:

C3. How helpful wasthat action in taking care ofthe problem:
(1)extremely helpful
(2)very helpful
(3)somewhat helpful
(4)not very helpful
(5)not helpful at all

C4, Did you ask anyone for help or advice in dealing with this problem:
(1)yes
(2)no

C5. If yes, who:

C6. How adequate was the advice or help you received:
(1)extremely adequate
(2Vverv adequate
- (3)somewhat adequate
(4)not very adequate
(5)not adequate at all

please listthe three mostimportantconflicts or disagreements youremember
between you and your spouse:
(1)

(3) , ; ■

^
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when you had a conflictin the year before the birdi ofyour baby. Taking into
accountall disagreements(notjustthe most serious ones),choose an answer
0 = Never
1 = Once

2 = Two or three times

3 = Often,butless than once a month
4 = Aboutonce a month
5 = More than once a month

A.

Tried to discuss the issue relatively calmly

012345

012345

B.

Did discuss the issue relatively calmly

0 12345

012345

c.

Gotinformation to back up his or her side
012345

012345

things(or tried to)

012345

012345

E.

Argued heatedly but shortofyelling

0 12345

01234 5

F.

Yelled and/or insulted

012345

012345

G.

Sulked and/or refused to talk about it

012345

012345

H.

Stomped out ofthe room

012345

012345

I.

Threw something(butnot at tiie other)
or smashed something

012345

012345

J.

Threw something atthe other

012345

012345

K.

Pushed,grabbed,or shoved the other

012345

012345

L.

Hit(or tried to hit)the other person,but
0 1 234 5

012345

M.

Hit or tried to hit other with something hard 012345

012345

N.

Other(please describe below)

012345

oftilings
D.

Broughtin someone else to help settle

not with anything

012345
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SELPESTEEM(Coopersmith)

Read the statements below. Ifthe statement describes you,mark LIKE ME Ifthe
sMementis not descriptive ofyou,mark UNLIKE ME.

LIKE ME

1.

I often wish I were someone else.

2.

Ifind lt very hard to talk in front ofa group.

3.

There are lots ofthings about myselfFd change.

4.

Ican make up my mind withouttoo much trouble.

5.

Tm a lot offun to be with.

6.

I get upseteasily at home.

7.

It takes me along time to get used to anything new.

8.

Fm popular with people my own age.

9.

Myfamily expects too much ofme.

10. Myfamily usually considers myfeelings.
11. Igive in very easily.
12. IFs pretty tough to be me.

13. Things are all mixed up in mylife.

14. Other people usually follow myideas.
15. I have a low opinion ofmyself.
16. There are many times when Fd like to leave home.
17. I often feel upset aboutthe work I do.
18. Fm notas nice looking as most people,

19, IfI have something to say,I usually say it.
20. Myfamily understands me.
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UNLIKE ME

UKEME

UNLIKE ME

21. Mostpeople are better liked than Iam.

22. Iusually feel as ifmyfamily is pushing me.
23. I often get discouraged at whatIam doing.
24. Things usually don't bother me.

•

25. I can't be depended on.
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___

LOCKE-WAI^CEMARKALSATISFACTION TEST

1. Check the box on the scale below which best describes the degree ofhappiness,
everything considered,ofyour present marriage relationship. The middle point,
"happy",represents the degree ofhappiness which most people getfrom marriage,
and &e scale gradually ranges on one side to those few who are very unhappyin
marriage,and on the other side,to those few who experience extremejoyin marriage.

Very
Unhappy

Happy

Perfectly
Happy

State the approximate extent ofagreement or disagreement between you and your mate
on the following items. Please check each column.
Item

Always

Almost

Occasion- Frequent- Almost

Always

Agree

Always
Agree

ally
Disagree

Disagree

ly
Disagree

Always
Disagree

2. Handling family finances
3. Matters ofrecreation

.

4. Demonstrations ofaffection

5. Friends

•

.

•

'

6. Sex Relations

___
___

^

.

7. Conventionality(right,

good,or proper conduct)

8. Philosophy oflife

___

■

'

9. Ways ofdealing with
in-laws
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10.When disagreements arise,they usually resultin:
Husband giving in
Wife giving in
Agreement by mutual give and take

11. Do you and your mate engagein outside interests together:
All ofthem
Some ofthem
Veryfew ofthem
None ofthem

12. In leisure time do you generally prefer:
To be"on the go"
To stay at home
Does your mate generally prefer:
To be"on the go"
To stay at home

13. Do you ever wish you had not married:
Frequently

Occasion^ly
Rarely
Never

14. Ifyou had your life to live over,do you think you would:
Marry the same person
Many a different person
Not marry at all

15. Do you confide in your mate:
Almost never
Rarely
in mostthings
in everything
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SCALE OF STRESSES

(Holmes & Rahe)

Which ofthefoUowing have you experienced in the last year(place a checkin the
appropriate blanks):
YES

Marriage

#0F
TIMES

___

Change in number ofarguments with spouse
Maritalseparation/break in relationship
Maritalreconciliation
Sex Difficulties

___

Trouble with in-laws

__

Divorce

Pregnancy

Death ofSpouse
Death ofa close family member

Death ofa close ffiend
Personalinjury or illness
Change to different line ofwork

Change in responsibilities at work
■

Trouble with boss/co-workers
Changes in work hours or conditions

Fired fromjob

___

Wife beginning or stopping work
Changein financial state

Outstanding personal achievement
Change in hving conditions
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YES

Revision ofpersonal habits
Change in residence

Change in schools for children
Change in recreation

Change in church activities
Changein social activities
Change in sleeping habits
Change in number offamily get-togethers
Change m eating habits
Minor violations ofthe law
Jail term

Financial problems
Foreclosure ofmortgage/loan
Mortgage or loan ofover $10,000
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#OF
TIMES

PARENTALPERCEPTIONINVENTORY

Circle the answerthat best describes you. Please answer aU the questions,butfeel free
to write comments about your thoughts/feelings that Were notcovered by the answers
provided.

1. Since our baby's birth,I have
a. only thought aboutthe baby once in a while
b. thought aboutthe baby quite a bit

c. not been able to stopthinking aboutthe baby
2. Since our baby's birth,I have
a. cried a lot

b. cried occasionally
c. not cried at all

3. Since our baby's birth,I have
a. frequently wanted to be held
b. sometimes wanted to be held
c. not wanted to be held

4. Since our baby's birth,I have
a. not wanted to be alone
b. sometimes wanted to be alone

c. frequently wanted to be alone
5. Since our baby'sbirth,finances have
a. been a major concem for me
b. been a concem for me
c. not been a concem for me

6. Since our baby's birth,I have

a. notfeltIneeded more time alone with my spouse/partner
b. sometimes feltI need more time alone with my spouse/partner
c. often feltI needed more time alone with my spouse/partaer

7. Since our baby's birth,Ifeel my parents have
a. helped getthings done and understood our needs
b. helped getthings done butnot understood our needs
c. neither helped getthings done nor understood our needs
8. Since our baby's birth,I have

a. notfelt worried about my ability to take care ofour family
b. feltsomewhat worried about my ability to take care ofour family
c. felt extremely worried about my ability to take care ofourfamily
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9. Since Qur baby's birth,I have

a. notfelt neglect^ by my spouse/partner

b. sometimes feltneglect^by my spouse/partner
0. often feltneglect^by my spouse/partner
10. Since our baby's birth,Ifeel my spouse's/partner's parents have
a. helped getthings done and understood our needs
b. helped to getthingsdone but not understood our needs

c. neither helped to getthings done nor understood our needs

11. Since our baby's birth,I have
a. been optimistic about our baby's future
b. had questions about our baby's futme
c. been pessimistic about our baby's future
12. Since our baby's birth,Ihave felt

a. much closer to my spouse/partner
b. somewhat closer to my spouse/partner
c. as close to my spouse/partner as before
13. Since our baby's birth,I have
a. felt very guilty aboutour baby's condition

b. felt somewhatguilty about our baby's condition
c. not felt guilty about our baby's condition
14. Since our baby's birth,I have
a. not felt helpless
b» felt somewhat helpless
c. felttotally helpless
15. Since our baby's birth,I have
a. been very worried aboutfuture pregnancies
b. been somewhat worried aboutfuture pregnancies
c. not been worried about future pregnancies
16. Since our baby's birth,I
a. panic when the telephone rings

b. am afraid when the telephone rings
c. am not afraid when the telephone rings

17. Since our baby's birth,I have
a. often feared losing touch with reality
b. sometimes feared losing touch with reality
c. not feared losing touch with reality
18. Since our baby's birth,seeing the other babies in the nursery/hospital has
a. been upsetting to me
b. not particularly affected me
c. been encouraging to me
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19. Since our babies birth,seeing the equipmentin the nursery/hospital has
a. been reassuring to me
b. not affected me

c. been frightening to me

20. Since our baby's birth,I have wanted to talk to
a. friends

b. hospital staff
c.someone who has'T^een there"

21. Since our baby's birthIfeelthe nurses and staffhave
a. been evasive

b. answered our questions
c. been informative and given us insight into our baby's problems
22. Since our baby's birth,I have
a. been very worried about my spouse's/partner's ability to cope with the
situation

b. been somewhat worried about my spouse's/partnei^s ability to cope with the
situation

c. not been worried about my spouse's/partner's ability to cope with the
situation

23. Since our baby's birth,I have
a. been very worried about my abihty to cope with the situation
b. been somewhat worried about my ability to cope with the situation
c. not been worried about by ability to cope with the situation
24. Since our baby's birth,I feell
a. can share all my thoughts with my spouse/partner
b. must keep some thoughts to myselfso as not to worry my spouse/partner
c. mustkeep mostthoughts to myselfso as notto worry my spouse/partner

25. How is your baby doing now?

'

.
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